Selvina Yaddelope county Nov 18 30 1850

My dear sir bro. I rec'd yours of the 22 of october and I am glad to have that you are in enjoying good health as this saves me at present you say that I will have to send my brother and families to come to live here and that is what I intend to do and I am making all my arrangements for it and I intend to dispose one hundred horses next fall for hogs and hams and as many as I can to come for I think that they will do well here and yet independant in a few years for that assist them in taking a start and if the same economy that the have to use in India the will get rich in a few years I intend to bring bro. than make a widower and children here to me if they will come and assist them for I think that the will be of great assistance to me with my stock I am in hopes that bro. will come this winter and if so I will be better able to determine how to manage and how to advance I am making my arrangements for next fall to do all I can and if any of them will come I will do all I can for them and by that time I will have my stock a gane and I will want help to take care of them and to manage them for I have to pay for 200 to 300 dollars a gane to abad to hunde for me and then I cannot trust them
out of my site and I am obliged to be there all my time and that was the case of me giving my steers out on the shores for I had business to tend to and I was obliged to save and now I am paying a boat $8,000 dollars a year to a man to take care of them.

I am seeking every male for a better from fat and I cannot determine what to do on it I here from him and then I will commence making all the preparations that I can and bring as many as I can. I think that I can sell some land this winter and that with what red money that I have that I will be able to bring some ten or fifteen to Texas next fall for beef. If I can make two or three hundred dollars a year of farming it and can have plenty of stock to do him and when he starts his stock increases so fast that he gets rich before he knows it if he will take care of them. I ent to dispose of the money with a merchant and when the land in Texas the money is then ready for there passes and if the don't come I can draw a note that is my plan and if you can advise me see a better plan than this I will take it as a great favor for you I will make the arrangements for them to be landed in time or no pay you can advise them better than I can for it is so long since I left that I have no idea how to manage and brother Peter says that he needs to see if he was able and I intend to do all I can for him and the widow and his children to get them.
to this land of plenty and Independent and what we make is there one and for tyrann and episcop is not known in this country for the poor man is as good as the man that has his thousands Dear brother you say that if you had money that you would give it to them but I do not expect that you had any to spare at present but I think in the course of a few years that there that will come into full and myself with the half of god and good economic that will be able to assist the balance to come to taxes and settle to gather if I have now land where the want to settle I will assist them to be sure but I think that the wood settle best to where I was and I wood be of some advantage to them for I could get them have plant of pigs to milk and that is one grate item in this country for emigrants when the come to new country the cant get everything that want it wants Dear brother you remark in your letter some thing about O'Connell and his party I know nothing of him and farther not giving you any purpose I dont care about him or his party for he never made line of any advantage to or his party and I dont intende that she will get put of my father or now time or dimagogy for I am apostle to all such men and I never will shorte them or there claims for I have plenty to do to handle to my busines Dear brother I hope you will escues me for writing so much a those tyranney that it makes me mad in my time that I think of them and know how the impose on the poore working
Close you want to know how many for any money I earn in the bars of one month raise a bout five or some hundreds dollars and I think a boate may that I will be able to spare about five hundred for I intend to raise all the ones in my power to get some to come to tara and get out of bondage for the hear fame is a slave to the sandland and it makes the sufferer slave to the sandland and it makes the sufferer
well in my bivares when I think of it that my brothers has been slaves in sandland and if the fall to serve them master sandland he will turn them out of doors and fact them parish for all he can we know no such conduct in this country you wanted that you hope to see me in so land but I don't think you will for life I am working at my trade and I entende to stick close to it one yard more

nothing more at present but I remane your friend brother on the oath John Campbell

when you sit direct your letter to yourself Gadelpone 60 tara
11 mark